SCARF
2017 REVIEW

THE YEAR THAT WAS 2017
A year of stabilisation and strengthening
2017 at SCARF was a hive of activity and energy – a year filled with the buzz of collaboration
and combined effort by refugee entrants, volunteers, members, staff and supporters - all
working together to help SCARF thrive as an organisation and as a community.
In our 2017 Review, we proudly celebrate the SCARF community - who we are, what we
do and why we do it! Join us in a journey through these pages as we reflect on our 2017
highlights, share our plans for the future, and showcase the power of friendship as the
foundation of everything we do.
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WHO IS SCARF?
SCARF is an Illawarra-based, independent community organisation that supports people
from refugee backgrounds to navigate the personal and practical challenges of building a
new life in Australia.
By creating connections and generating opportunities, we help individuals and families to
establish a sense of belonging, experience social and economic inclusion and access the tools
for self-empowerment and independence.
For 12 years, SCARF has connected local volunteers with people from refugee backgrounds,
providing community, friendship and practical assistance to over 1600 people through all
stages of their settlement experience.
SCARF facilitates a range of targeted programs – including Befriending, Education & Tutoring,
Learner Driver Mentoring, Youth Leadership, Social Inclusion, Continuous Adult Learning, and
Community Education activities – to help refugee entrants overcome barriers and build a
secure, vibrant life in their new home.
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MESSAGES OF SUPPORT
Wollongong has long been a place of settlement for refugees and SCARF
is an important part of that history. For 12 years SCARF has provided
practical support to help refugees feel part of our Wollongong community.
The broader community also benefits from SCARF’s active commitment to
facilitate inclusion. I commend SCARF and thank all its volunteers for the
invaluable work you have done over the last year.
- Lord Mayor Councillor Gordon Bradbery OAM

I have had a long association with SCARF and have been Patron of this
wonderful organisation for many years.
I would like to congratulate the whole team on another very successful
year. As each year passes, the work of SCARF to reach a friendly hand to
refugees in our community, has only become more important.
I have seen SCARF grow and develop through practical targeted programs,
education, training, mentoring and job-seeking to support refugee families
arriving in Australia. Their dedicated executive and wonderful team of
volunteers contributes to a strong, inclusive and harmonious Wollongong.
I am proud and honoured to continue my association with SCARF
supporting the services they provide to the Illawarra community and
beyond and look forward to another year working with this organisation
on their continued commitment to refugees in the Illawarra Region.
- The Honourable Sharon Bird MP - Federal Member for Cunningham

Refugee entrants face significant challenges as they settle in Australia. Not
only are they bearing the weight of trauma and loss from the lives they’ve
left behind, they also must navigate a new country where language, culture,
customs and institutional systems are all unfamiliar.
Whilst there are multiple NGO and Government supports for refugee
entrants in Australian communities, the complexity of settlement means
that gaps in services inevitably exist. In the Illawarra, SCARF addresses a
need for friendship-based settlement support in the years after arrival, and
critically, in the longer term. To feel a sense of belonging is a fundamental
need for all people, and SCARF’s work continues to lay this foundation
for refugee entrants through facilitating opportunities for community
connections and social inclusion.
It’s very exciting that in 2017 SCARF has funding from the Vincent Fairfax
Family Foundation for the next three years to further develop and expand
their fit for purpose models that focus on the challenge of coming to a new
culture and starting a new life.
- Anthony Body - Director, Dept. of Premier & Cabinet, Southern NSW
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SCARF, under the leadership of a passionate and committed management
team, with their dedicated staff and ever-growing number of passionate
volunteers, work hard to support refugee entrants as they tackle the
challenges of life in a new country. SCARF’s friendship-based approach
strengthens community and builds the kind of country that Australia
aspires to be. We thank SCARF for all that they do for the Illawarra
community and for refugee entrants. Their work is truly compassion in
action.
- Tim O’Connor, Refugee Council of Australia

To all SCARF’s members, former and present, I hope this email meets you
in good health. I am writing to inform you that my younger son, Alphonso
has completed high school, and to also thank you for your extraordinary
support that got all my children through high school. In 2005, I arrived in
Australia with five young children on my own. Even though life seemed
to improve immediately, there were many challenges for me as a single
mother, in a far away land where almost everything appeared strange.
For example, you can imagine that for a woman with no prior lunch box
idea; standing in the supermarket, trying to work out appropriate lunch
box items was quite daunting. Also, getting showers and breakfast ready,
sorting out five sets of uniforms and getting five lunch boxes ready every
morning for five children was most stressful among many.
However, somehow, I managed day by day and tried not to burn the house
down while I was multi-tasking especially, in the morning while I was
cooking bacon and sausages for a difficult to feed child and running to
do showers and shoe laces etc. On the other hand, these children needed
my assistance to enable them to cope with transition from playing in the
middle of a refugee camp to sitting in the classroom and catching up with
all other students. Did I have the educational ability to have helped these
children with their assignments every evening? The answer is, no. So what
would have happened then if there was no assistance available and they felt
pressured, stressed and/or embarrassed because they could not cope with
everything? They might not have made it even up to year 10.
This did not happen because of SCARF. From the day Aunty Sharyn
walked through our door in May of 2005, to December 2017 when my
little Alphonso (who was nearly five on arrival) completed year 12, SCARF
has not given up, you have made this journey easier for us even though
my oldest, Tom did not survive leukemia. To conclude, please accept my
sincere thanks and appreciation for not only travelling this journey with
my family, but for being a safe and comfortable place that we can run for
any need since then. From homework help sessions to one on one times
with my children at home, they have done their best and have made it, so
again, thank you. I wish you all and your families a very blessed 2018.
- Eugenia Pyne - SCARF volunteer and community member since 2005
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

DREW ARTHUR
SCARF’s journey in 2017 is a story of stabilisation and growth. SCARF
supporters will remember that in 2016, we underwent immense change with
the retirement of SCARF founder, Sharyn Mackenzie, committed efforts to build
a new team, and the challenge of ensuring SCARF’s survival.

In 2017 - in line with our strategic plan - our
energies have been directed towards securing
human, financial and technical resources to
strengthen SCARF as we strive towards our goal
of sustainable operations by 2020.
If you imagine a spectrum from organisational
survival through to organisational sustainability,
it would be fair to say that at the beginning of
2017, we had made it up a very steep hill but
were teetering on the cliff edge trying our best
to build a strong foundation of funding and
resources to stabilise.
SCARF’s network of schools, rotary clubs,
volunteers, community members, partnering
agencies, individual supporters, local businesses
and grant-makers was literally life-saving - all
genuinely and generously championed SCARF’s
work and dug deep to support SCARF when we
needed it most. It’s your support that has enabled
our successes in 2017.
THANK YOU.
In 2017, with your support:
• We expanded our community
• We grew our volunteer and staff teams
• We built new partnerships - at organisational,
program and activity levels
• We strengthened our programs
As a Committee, we focused our efforts on
developing partnerships, continuing and
strengthening core services and securing
funding. These were critical priorities in
creating much needed stability for SCARF as an
organisation and for the community we serve.
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PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships have been key to strengthening and
growing SCARF in 2017. We are very aware that
comprehensive ‘end-to-end’ settlement support
can’t be achieved by any single agency alone.
We’ve benefited from shared service
arrangements with Green Connect. We’ve
enjoyed pro-bono support from strategic
advisors such as Unitive Consulting and Social
Impact Systems. We’ve relied on the generosity
and in-kind support of program partners
such as Flourish Australia; the Multicultural
Communities Council of the Illawarra; Kiama
Community College, Wollongong City Council,
St Mary’s Star of the Sea College, University of
Wollongong (UOW), iAccelerate, the Innovation
Campus and Morgan’s Financial to name just a
few. And we’ve worked with specialist services
such as Legal Aid, Multicultural Health and
STARTTS to provide professional information,
advice and outreach to SCARF community
members and volunteers.
We express our sincere thanks to all of you for
your support and your collective commitment
to improving social & economic wellbeing for
community members from refugee backgrounds.
CONTINUITY OF SERVICE

2017 was a year of significant change in the
settlement support landscape in the Illawarra.
Federal and state government tender processes
resulted in changes to all major governmentfunded settlement support providers holding
contracts over the past 10 years in the Illawarra.
New providers such as Australian Red Cross

and SSI have been transitioning into place, and
SCARF has been exploring opportunities to
collaborate with these agencies.
While government-funded refugee support
services provide initial orientation and case
management support in time-limited stages of
settlement, there remains a need to promote
individual and community wellbeing for refugee
entrants in the medium-longer term (that is,
after standard settlement assistance packages
have ceased). SCARF was established with
the express purpose of ‘filling the gaps’ and
complementing primary settlement services,
with friendship-based support that connects
refugee entrants to the broader community
through social, education and economic
inclusion programs.
SCARF’s constant presence and continuity
of support has been particularly important
in the past year when refugee entrants have
experienced challenges, confusion and
disruption associated with changing serviceproviders. Our volunteer-powered servicedelivery allowed us to continue and expand
our core programs, even in the face of our own
funding challenges.
FUNDING

Funding remains SCARF’s biggest challenge. In
SCARF’s 12-year history, we have never received
ongoing government funding. SCARF has
traditionally relied on public donations, small
grants and volunteer resources to deliver its
services. While this enables SCARF to be flexible,
adaptive and uniquely responsive, it does limit
our ability to deliver services in a consistent,
systematic and sustainable way.
As outlined in SCARF’s strategic plan, we are
seeking to move from a funding base reliant on
public donations and small single-year project
grants towards more diverse income streams
and flexible multi-year funding. This is not
something that happens overnight. It takes time
to build the governance, infrastructure, and
strategic approach to secure this type of funding.
In the interim, we hit a ‘hunger’ season in the
first half of 2017 where SCARF was facing a
situation where we were wondering how we
would pay rent and maintain our tiny team of
staff after June. In response, we harnessed the

power and heart of SCARF networks; and we
reached out to a philanthropic foundation – the
Vincent Fairfax Family Foundation (VFFF) whose
values and approach were in line with SCARF.
The power and heart of individual SCARF
supporters is awesome. This was clearly
demonstrated in our Champions of Welcome
campaign – a peer-to-peer fundraising campaign
where 50 members of the local Illawarra
community signed up as SCARF Champions
and took on the challenge of raising funds
within their own social, family and community
networks, in support of SCARF. Our Champions
raised just over $36,000 in 6 weeks. We were
blown away. This campaign, combined with
our monthly trivia nights and BBQs, our end of
financial year appeal, and significant donations
from local schools and rotary clubs, kept
SCARF’s doors open until September when
VFFF funding was announced.
VFFF provides multi-year, core operations
funding for organisations at a critical time
of transition or development. The process of
seeking funding from VFFF began in February
and ended in September. On September 6th
at 3:54pm, we got the call to advise that VFFF
is generously supporting SCARF with a total
of $518,807 over 3 years for core operations
support. Specifically, this funding will help
build a team of staff including a Business
Development & Marketing Manager, and 3
Bilingual Community Workers. These areas of
human resource expertise will help SCARF grow
in outreach and impact.
2017 has been a year of incredible hard work. We
faced a few struggles and setbacks, but thanks
to the stamina of SCARF’s operational team and
the commitment, dedication and generosity of
countless SCARF supporters – new and old – we
continue to work through these challenges; and
we have much to celebrate.
In 2018, we’re looking forward to strengthening
our partnerships with other organisations to
enable more effective community participation,
economic inclusion and wellbeing for refugee
entrants settling the Illawarra. The Management
Committee and I are excited to play a part in
SCARF’s continuing growth and transition
towards sustainable operations.
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A FEW WORDS FROM SCARF INCOMING 2018 PRESIDENT –
KATH MCCOLLIM
Being a member of the SCARF Management Committee for the past
two years has been one of the most rewarding commitments I have
made in many years. To be part of the SCARF family of staff, volunteers,
community members, and supporters who all pull together and
punch well above their weight to contribute to enduring wellbeing,
independence and inclusion for people from refugee backgrounds, is
simply amazing. As an Illawarra local this combined effort is dear to my heart.

For the past 2 years, Drew Arthur has been an inspiring President of the Management
Committee, focused on achieving financial sustainability for SCARF. This relentless focus was
a key factor in SCARF securing funding from the Vincent Fairfax Family Foundation enabling
SCARF to strengthen as an organisation. Towards the end of 2017 Drew asked if I would
consider moving into the role of President. I did not hesitate as I knew this would provide
Drew with more time to apply his skills and business acumen to developing partnerships with
other organisations to help SCARF transition to a sustainable social business that supports
refugees on a pathway to independence and self-empowerment.
As President in 2018 I commit to providing strategic governance and leadership, and keeping
the management committee attuned to the needs of refugee entrants with a focus on improving
and measuring outcomes for the people we serve. I am personally excited to be a small part of
this great endeavour.

2018 MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
KATH MCCOLLIM - PRESIDENT/HUMAN RESOURCES AND RISK
MANAGEMENT ADVISOR

Kath is Executive Director, Business Transformation for UOW Enterprises. Kath
has employment experience in the steel manufacturing and health insurance sectors,
and in consultancy engagements with transport and local government sectors. Kath is
a member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

DREW ARTHUR - VICE PRESIDENT

Drew is Managing Director of Micronet Systems (Australia). Drew manages
a portfolio of Information Technology companies in Sydney, Wollongong and
Brisbane. Drew is a Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

IRENE LATOA - TREASURER

Irene is a qualified CPA with over 25 years of corporate business experience,
including in financial and general management with Nestle and Nespresso in Australia
and overseas. Irene owns and manages First Class Accounts in North Wollongong.

GREG KNIGHT - SECRETARY

Greg is a Quality Engineer with 39 years of business experience. He has worked as
a business planner and process improvement consultant. Greg is a guest lecturer at
UOW in Statistics and a life coach.
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MARK STEWART - ORGANISATIONAL STRATEGY AND DEVELOPMENT
ADVISOR

Mark is Head of Client Relationships for a large not-for-profit organisation. Mark is
passionate about educating youth through real life experiences in the outdoors, and
supporting cultural change, innovation and organisational development in the notfor-profit sector.

PETER WATTS - BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ADVISOR

Peter is CEO of the Illawarra Regional Information Service (IRIS) – the Illawarra’s
leading market research company operating in government and private sector
markets. Peter has worked in the Illawarra for the past ten years following an
international business career.

ALINA AZAR - PUBLIC RELATIONS AND MARKETING ADVISOR

Alina is Manager, Economic Development in local government and has previously
held senior marketing and business management positions in both private and public
companies in Australia and the UK. Alina is a graduate of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors.

JOANNA STUART - FUNDRAISING ADVISOR

Joanna owns and manages etaxperts - a business advisory, tax and technology
business that supports small business owners to have a ‘Balanced, Rich Life’. In line
with this purpose, Joanna is focused on supporting SCARF to become a financially
self-sustaining not-for-profit. Joanna is a qualified CPA.
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SCARF MISSION
To see all people from refugee
backgrounds settled happily and
participating fully in the life of the wider
community. To this end, SCARF provides
refugee support by creating connections
and generating opportunities that build a
sense of belonging; promote social and
economic inclusion; and empower
individuals and families to lead
independent lives.

SCARF VISION
By 2020, SCARF will be further
recognised in the Illawarra for
providing sustainable and responsive
refugee support. We will make a positive
transition to operating as a social
business with effective teams and
collaborative partnerships, while
preserving our historical ethos.

SCARF STRATEGY
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH
We commit to:
Strengthen governance of SCARF to support a positive transition to
sustainable operations
• Build a team of core staff to manage SCARF programs and services
• Expand SCARF income sources and diversify SCARF support base
• Collaborate with other organisations to enhance impact in refugee support
• Build an evidence base for what we do to ensure our programs and services
are responsive to current needs
• Critically reflect, document and report on our outcomes and impact – are we
achieving our mission – how can we do this better?

•

DEVELOP AND SUPPORT COMMUNITIES
We commit to:
Nurture and grow our volunteers through developing a robust volunteer
management program providing briefing and support to volunteers along
with training & development opportunities
• Create opportunities for young and emerging leaders from refugee
backgrounds
• Expand and enhance SCARF’s core programs; and develop new areas of
programming focused on social inclusion for children, youth and adults
• Increase awareness and understanding of the refugee experience among the
broader community
• Create opportunities to share both volunteer and refugee stories, and
showcase their contributions to the life of our community

•

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
We commit to finding ways to support:
Job readiness – vocational training & education; CV-writing; interview skills;
workplace culture and practices
• Job networking - volunteer-based business mentoring, work experience and
peer support circles
• Job creation – support small business/enterprise creation by and for people
from refugee backgrounds, harnessing and promoting existing skills,
experience, interests and qualifications.

•
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Empowerment
& Capacity

CORE
VALUES

Community
Connection

The essence of
SCARF remains
at the heart of all
our work and is
reflected in our
core values:

Positive
Leadership

Humanity

Resilience
& Renewal

Compassion

Courage

KEYS TO SUCCESS
THE FOLLOWING 4 FACTORS ARE CRITICAL TO SCARF SUSTAINABILITY NOW AND IN THE FUTURE:
COMMUNITY MEMBERS FROM REFUGEE BACKGROUNDS.
Traditionally our refugee entrants have been the community that SCARF
seeks to support and our efforts have focused on delivering services to this
community. While this remains the case, we want to engage community
members from refugee backgrounds as experts in SCARF’s growth and future
development – it is their advice, knowledge, skills and lived experience that is
key to providing effective settlement support.

VOLUNTEERS
SCARF is a volunteer-powered organisation. Our volunteers are responsible
for frontline delivery of SCARF services. We are developing a robust volunteer
management program to provide induction, briefing, training and support to
our volunteers and opportunities to continuously learn from them.

PARTNERSHIPS
SCARF knows that comprehensive ‘end-to-end’ settlement support cannot
be achieved by any one agency alone. Genuine partnership and a collective
commitment to improving social outcomes for the community we serve, is
essential. We actively pursue partnerships (at organisational, program and
activity levels) with other agencies to collaboratively respond to unmet needs of
refugee communities.

RELIABLE RECURRING INCOME
We want to develop diverse income streams for SCARF including transforming
some of SCARF’s programs into sustainable social businesses that utilise the
skills and experience of people from refugee backgrounds, provide pathways to
employment, and generate income to support SCARF services.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS REPORT
SHERRYL REDDY AND LINDSAY BURLTON
It’s been another huge year for everyone involved in the life of SCARF. Throughout 2017
we’ve been amazed by the ever-growing size, energy, passion and purpose of the SCARF
community. We’ve witnessed the power of long-standing and newly-formed friendships to
enhance the lives of refugee entrants and volunteers. We’ve benefited from the incredible
generosity of SCARF supporters, young and old, individual and institutional. We’ve seen
the impact of partnership and collaboration across our programs and services. And
we’ve been inspired by the unfailing commitment and sheer hard work of SCARF staff
and volunteers.

For part of 2017, the Executive Officer role
was shared part-time between the two of us,
with the aim of providing support to an evergrowing team in areas of Program Management,
Volunteer Management and Business
Development & Marketing management.
The SCARF team is big and mostly made
up of volunteers, a 7-member Management
Committee, a 10-member office team, over 40
association members, more than 300 program
volunteers, and 1600 community members. As
one SCARF community member said during
an impromptu speech at a SCARF fundraising
event: “SCARF is not one person – it’s all of us
working together to help each other.”
Every day we’re moved by a text message, a
conversation, an email, or a passing comment
made by someone from the SCARF team that
shows how much they care about everything
we do. You’ll see some of these messages in the
pages of this review.
All of us working together means we get
a lot done. Our programs and activities
in 2017 are testament to that. In
2017, we welcomed 49 new families
(181 individuals) from refugee
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backgrounds and 129 new volunteers
to SCARF. Throughout the year, we
continued and expanded our core
activities including summer youth camps with
the Outdoor Education Group, Homework
Tutoring programs, driver mentoring sessions,
social evenings, weekly Coffee Conversations,
excursions, STARTTS training sessions, ongoing
Befriending matches, community education
engagements with schools, daily client queries
and drop-in support, regular communications
through SCARF newsletters, website and
media stories; and fundraising events including
monthly trivia nights, BBQs and our annual
Art4Refugees exhibition.
In addition to our regular activities, we pursued
a bunch of new initiatives including developing
a tailored leadership program for young people
from refugee backgrounds, in partnership with
Explore Discover Act; creating the Champions
of Welcome fundraising campaign; producing
an online volunteer induction
package; delivering Mental
Health First Aid for Youth
training; organising ‘a mile
in my shoes’ conversation

and traditional cuisine event at Town Hall to celebrate Refugee Week; offering form-filling assistance
on a regular weekly basis, hosting Befriending meet and greet sessions, starting a weekly tertiary
tutoring program at the University of Wollongong, designing and delivering Road Safety Mentor
training to 14 community members from refugee backgrounds; assisting 4 community members
to complete requirements to obtain a Driving Instructor’s Licence and welcoming 3 bilingual
community workers to the SCARF operational team.
We acknowledge and sincerely thank our funding partners in 2017 including:
Multicultural NSW * Collegians Rugby Club * Illawarra Master Builders * IMB Community
Foundation * NSW Dept of Family and Community Services * Multicultural Health * Transport for
NSW * Wollongong City Council * Commonwealth Bank * Partners in Recovery * Vincent Fairfax
Family Foundation.
We would also like to thank the members of SCARF Management Committee for your trust and
confidence and for your advice and support over the past year.
Finally, we extend our heartfelt thanks to SCARF community members, volunteers, association
members and supporters. We appreciate your dedication, creativity, enthusiasm and support
beyond words.
A WARM WELCOME TO OUR COMMUNITY MOBILISERS
In October 2017, SCARF welcomed three Community Mobilisers to our small team of staff – Wafaa, Zahra
and Francis. All speak multiple languages including English, and have experience working with refugee
communities in Australia and overseas.

Our Community Mobilisers work closely with the SCARF team - including
our wonderful volunteer mobilisers - providing outreach and assistance
to community members from refugee backgrounds. Their language
and cultural knowledge, combined with their lived experience, is
helping to improve our communication and
engagement with refugee entrants from
Arabic-speaking, Farsi-speaking and
“SCARF is the place
Burmese-speaking backgrounds.
where we got help
Wafaa, Zahra and Francis are key
when we arrived, and it was
advisors in the ongoing development
fantastic for us, I’m happy to
and implementation of responsive
give back and try to help.”
activities that promote social and
– Wafaa,
economic inclusion and provide effective
SCARF Community
settlement support.
Mobiliser
In 2018, we hope to engage community
mobilisers of African origin to improve
“When I was offered a
outreach to our diverse African community.
chance to work with SCARF
“SCARF has an open door policy. This
as a community worker, I
policy makes the community members
thought this is it! I have found
feel welcomed and accepted…
my dream job. Being able to help
members of the community who have
SCARF needed a community
had to experience many hardships to flee
mobiliser and language
their countries and begin a new life in Australia,
support, so I want to fill
is an extremely rewarding experience. There is
that gap. I want to provide
absolutely nothing that compares with the
language support and to
feeling that you have been able to help
mobilise community members, to
someone, put a smile on their face, or
help them access services and to know
made their life just a little easier.”
their
rights.” - Francis
– Zahra,
SCARF Community Mobiliser
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WHO IS SCARF?
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VOICES FROM COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Nahla:

Thank you Australia. Thank you SCARF. Thank you Christine Austin.
My name is Nahla. I arrived in Australia in 2014. After 6 months I met with great
group (SCARF). In this organisation I had meeting with Christine Austin. Will
be meeting very well because Christine is a teacher and you as well, Sharyn said.
When I saw her for the first time I felt so great.
Christine started to visit me every week on Thursday. I was waiting for her, I
was miss her like any girl missed her mother. She taught me Computer Skills and
English. I have a Master Degree in Arabic Language Art. Christine said she was very
proud of me. She told me you must study course about Education in Australia. She
helps me for looking about this course. She gives me big time, every meeting with Christine she was
teach me about Australian history, weather and geography also English language lessons.
She was always help me how I can find job and she found for me job at WEA Town Hall Sydney.
Today I am Arabic Teacher at WEA. One time Christine said she is travelled to Bhutan. You know
what she is doing for me. She call her friend (Bryant) to visit me.
Another time Christine visited me early morning at 7am of Eid and said “I know you don’t have any family
to celebrate.” She took me to restaurant in Bulli Tops and shared breakfast with me as a gift for Eid.
I don’t know what to write about Christine. Great. Wonderful. Amazing.
Christine pass away but she is leaving beautiful memories. I wish from my heart for her paradise.

Yasmin:

My name is Yasmin and I am 20 years old. I am from Syria. I have been involved in SCARF Youth and
gone to Homework Help.
I have been in Australia for about 3 years and a half with my grateful family.
The family who inspires me to continue and survive through the difficult
circumstances that we went through.
The beginning of my journey when I started year 11, I was excited to study
and reach out to my dreams, but somehow it was so difficult for someone who
speaks two languages and needed to study with a new language. I kept suffering but
continued because I believed in myself and in my dream.
Here I am after 2 years, I graduated from high school now with excellent marks. I got the first for
English ESL and Arabic extension. Also, I have been accepted into Wollongong University to study
international studies and I am very pleased of my achievement.
Now after being laughed at, for the dream that I am trying to achieve and work hard for it. I am
nearly there. I got the first step to get to my dream and I am ready to challenge the world and work
extra hard, to be proud of myself and help the community and the world to be a better place.
I am a social person and I love to work in the community with organisations and help people and
defend for the human rights.
I advise everyone to believe in themselves and work hard and don’t stop trying because we can’t be
successful if we didn’t make mistakes and challenge ourselves to keep going. You have to be confidence
and proud of what are you doing even if you see nothing, it could change the world.
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Doh:

I’m from Myanmar and I was a refugee in Malaysia for about 7 years. In Malaysia my wife and I were
scared about the police and robbers and if we were sick it was very hard to get medicine as
we were asylum seekers and didn’t have passports. After we were registered as refugees
we had more rights. When the U.S rejected my application it was very difficult and
hopeless as I didn’t know what my future was. Four years after this, I was finally
accepted to go to Australia. I have no words to describe how happy I was to hear this
news.
For the first month in Australia I was very happy, but when we needed paperwork,
to talk, to buy something, find job, or to pay bills, it was very hard. There was a lot of
paperwork. Some letters arrived in the mailbox but we couldn’t understand them. Getting a license
was also very challenging.
But when we met SCARF they were very helpful for everything. We had volunteers helping us
with many paperwork forms and with computer skills training. In 2014 SCARF helped me with
driving lessons so I could get my driver’s license. In 2015 I got my medium rigid (MR) license as
well and Certificate II in Driving Operations thanks to SCARF. A volunteer called Jocelyn help me
study for my Australian Citizenship Test and in November last year I became an Australian Citizen.
Just recently I did a course with SCARF to become a Community Road Safety Mentor to help my
community and SCARF members if someone needs to know about road safety in Australia. SCARF
helped me to do a course and test to become a Driving Instructor. I’ve completed everything now I’m
waiting for my results.
To SCARF thank you very, very much. Every volunteer are very hard-working and giving up time
even giving sleep and lunch time. They are very generous. Because we have SCARF it is like we have
our family here. SCARF is like our Mum and Dad one hundred percent.
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OUR VOLUNTEERS

NEW VOLUNTEERS

OVER
60,000
VOLUNTEER
HOURS

2017

129

Pre-2017

263

2017 Volunteers
Pre-2017 Volunteers

TOTAL:

392
SCARF VOLUNTEER BY AGE AND GENDER
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18 to 25

22%

26 to 35

20%

36 to 45

11%

46 to 55

10%

56 to 65

18%

66 plus

19%

Female
294

Male
98

I have been volunteering with
SCARF for over 4 years and have found
my time to be enlightening, rewarding
and thoroughly enjoyable. The roles have
been varied from administrative support,
fundraising, form filling, document interpretation
and helping people create their CV’s. My journey with
our community members has been a mutual personal
discovery on both sides as we navigate the complex road
of applying for positions, preparing for interviews and meeting
the demands and requirements of Centrelink. Seeing them
regain their independence and confidence when applying for
I do befriending, where I go
positions and knowing that they can promote themselves
to help a lady with a big family.
and add value through work in their new home is a real
Sometimes there are appointments
joy to me. When I hear of their successes, we celebrate
with the doctor or Centrelink or
and the happy looks and satisfaction I see in our
something. I like volunteering at SCARF,
community members shows me that I have
because it is similar to the work I did in Syria
made a positive difference in their lives.
as a Social Worker where I was helping the
- Elisa
refugees. I came to SCARF 4 years ago and did the
L2P program. I now have my license. My children
did some SCARF holiday programs. I also did a
coffee course through SCARF. SCARF is good
because it helps with everything. There’s
always someone with a smile. I like the
friendship. It’s a refuge.
- Nademah

VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES
Befriending
L2P
Social Inclusion
Education & Tutoring
Youth
Continuous Adult Learning
Community Education
Special Projects/Events
Management Committee
Fundraising
Communications
Office Admin/IT/Community Mobilisers
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VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
SCARF is a volunteer-powered organisation. Our most valuable resource is the time, friendship and
support our volunteers dedicate to SCARF. We rely on the hard work and energy of over 390 volunteers
to deliver SCARF’s activities and programs. SCARF pursues an approach of mutual empowerment
across our programs where volunteers and community members from refugee backgrounds share
opportunities to learn and grow from each another.

SCARF is committed to
volunteering with SCARF are invited to attend a
best practice in volunteer
group interview and information session. Here,
management. Nurturing
applicants share information on themselves and
and learning from
also find out about SCARF. It’s an opportunity
our volunteers is a
for applicants to see if SCARF is a good fit for
key strategic and
them and vice versa. Prospective volunteers are
operational objective
then invited to an induction session providing
for SCARF.
a more detailed orientation to SCARF, the
refugee
settlement experience, and the range
With thanks to IMB
of
settlement
support services available in
Community Foundation
the
Illawarra.
Volunteers gain insights into
funding in 2016-17, SCARF
settlement challenges, through story-sharing by
developed a robust volunteer
community
members from refugee backgrounds
management framework to
and
experienced
SCARF volunteers. Over
support SCARF’s vital
the
past
12
months,
we welcomed 129 new
work with refugee
“For the past 2.5 years
volunteers to the SCARF community!
I’ve been helping with
entrants. In 2017,
the
Barbeque
Fundraisers
at
we continued to
In 2017, we also developed an at-home
Fairy Meadow, as well as other
strengthen this
induction package, available for new
activities including Art4Refugees…
framework.
volunteers to access if they are unable to
The main thing about SCARF is the
attend an in-person
We held three
sense of community. There are not many
orientation session.
recruitment
places where you can see that really
This
resource
rounds – in
actively. SCARF is helping to
is
also
valuable
February, May and
encourage these community
for
long-term
August 2017. As part
relationships.”
SCARF volunteers
of our recruitment
- Eduardo
to
refresh their
process, applicants
knowledge
and stay
who express interest in
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“I’ve formed
friendships not only with
community members at
SCARF, but with people who
volunteer at SCARF. As a migrant,
SCARF has played an important
role in helping me to get to know
people. Relationships are
very important…. I felt very
welcomed at SCARF.”
- Thelma

updated on developments at SCARF and
in the settlement support sector.
We appreciate the wide range of skills
and experience among our volunteer
network – with local volunteers
from business, community, education,
training, academia, social work, creative
arts, and many other fields offering their
time and support to SCARF. We also
continued to benefit from the invaluable
advice, communication and outreach support of
SCARF volunteers from refugee backgrounds.
To cap the year off, we celebrated and showed
our appreciation for SCARF volunteers with a
pizza and drinks evening at Port Kembla Surf
Club. Over 70 volunteers joined the party –
our small way of saying a HUGE thank you
for the countless hours of time and boundless
energy our volunteers give to SCARF. We are
always keen to receive feedback from new and
old volunteers as we continue to improve our
volunteer program, so please don’t hesitate to
contact us at any time.
- Lindsay Burlton & April Ranson

I originally got involved out
of a vague sense of wanting to
do something to help. SCARF’s
Homework Help gave me a way to
practically profess my values and use my
skills. I now volunteer for different reasons…I
enjoy the challenge of assisting community
members with different levels of academic
skills, interests, and engagement. What
keeps me coming back is seeing kids
with ambitions work hard towards
reaching their dreams.
- Phil Parker

Joining SCARF in the role
of a form-filler has taught
me more in a few short months
about humanity, communication,
connection and community than
perhaps my entire university degree. It’s
taught me that despite a language barrier
there are always ways to connect, that some forms
are incredibly difficult to fill out even for English
speakers and that seeing others smile after
hearing of their struggles in previous times
fulfils me more than anything.
I have loved becoming a part of the
SCARF community and I can’t wait
to see how we grow in 2018!
- Zoe
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PROGRAMS & ACTIVITIES
STRENGTHENING COMMUNITY THROUGH BUILDING A SENSE OF BELONGING

SCARF programs and activities are responsive to the evolving needs of refugee entrants. We recognise
that building a sense of belonging is an activity, a process and a goal – with no time limit. In 2017, we
worked closely with community members and mobilisers to understand the capacities and interests
of newly arrived refugee entrants, as well as those from 14 countries of origin who have settled
in the Illawarra over the past 12 years. Thanks to a diverse and actively engaged community base,
combined with the generous support of SCARF funding partners, we expanded our core programs
and introduced new activities for children, youth and adults from refugee backgrounds.

EDUCATION & TUTORING
SCARF Education & Tutoring programs provide support to primary, secondary and tertiary students
seeking assistance with written English, clarifying assignment requirements and understanding
standards and practices in Australian learning environments.

HOMEWORK CLUB

SCARF’s Homework Club is
conducted in partnership with St
Mary’s Star of the Sea College.
Senior school students from
St Mary’s provide homework
support to primary school
students from refugee
backgrounds. The Club takes
place at the St Mary’s school
library on Wednesday afternoons.
There aren’t many students
who enjoy doing their
homework. But primary
school students from
refugee backgrounds, who
attend the SCARF Homework
Club may be the exception.
The program provides a safe,
supervised environment for primary school
students to engage in homework, reading, maths,
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computers and other fun learning activities.
St Mary’s generously provides transport,
afternoon tea, learning resources,
supervising teachers and 67 student
tutors from their Social Justice program
who participate in a roster of tutoring
support throughout the year.
Students from refugee backgrounds in Years 3
– 6 attend the program from Wollongong, West
Wollongong, Cedar College and Figtree schools.
In 2017, we had 20 students (originally from
Iraq, Syria, Burma, Congo and Afghanistan)
participating in the program with a total of
“Learning is fun
383 attendances over 4 school terms.
at Homework Club.
We play and we do our
We would like to thank Mrs Mary
work and read our books
Elphick, ESL Coordinator from
and we do some fun things…
Wollongong Public School, and
We play on the computer and
Mrs Kerrie Guillaume, Social
we do maths. [Our tutors] are
Justice Coordinator from St Mary’s
like our friends.”who kindly give so much of their
- Hiba,
valuable time to this program. Lastly,
Homework Club
participant, Year 3

“I enjoy coming here.
we express our sincere thanks to the St Mary’s
When we come here we
It’s great coming
see an improvement, their
students who give up their time to give back
to Homework Club
writing is neater, their reading is
because they help to
to the community.
better. I feel like I’ve accomplished
explain
things I need help
- Jenny Perry, Homework Club
something teaching them and I have
with in my homework. If you
Coordinator
learnt things from them as well.
don’t have homework, they can
They’re a really great bunch of kids.”
provide worksheets to help
– Ana,
students to learn.
Homework Club volunteer
mentor, Year 12.

HOMEWORK HELP

– Jassmin,
Year 6.

At Collegians we believe

SCARF’s Homework Help (HH) Centre at Wollongong
in supporting programs and
Library offers general tutoring assistance
organisations that make an actual
on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
difference in our local community. In
to high school students from
particular, supporting those organisations
refugee backgrounds in Year 7
that are offering services, education and
to 12.
support that many of us take for granted. This,
amongst other reasons is why we have supported
In 2017, Homework Help
the
SCARF Homework Help program over the past
engaged more than 35
8 years and are proud & honoured to see how our
volunteer tutors to support
contributions have assisted in the development and
70 students. This year, we also
growth of the program to what they offer today.
welcomed Gayle – a recently retired
We look forward to continuing to support the
high school science teacher as
Homework Help Program and SCARF in the
Assistant HH Coordinator.
coming year.
- Michael Wilkins
The program had over 1500
CEO, Collegians Rugby League
student appearances and 1000 tutor
Football Club
appearances. Participating students
come from home countries in Africa,

Asia and the Middle East.
One thing you notice about young people from such a diverse range of countries is
how similar they are in their interests, challenges and aspirations. It’s a perk of the
Coordinator’s role to see friendships form between students from very different backgrounds.
Homework Help students are a lively bunch. On a typical afternoon, as coordinator of the program, I
am at the receiving end of a range of comments and requests. A few examples:
•“Hey Andrew, did you know that you are going bald?”
•“Hi Sir - are you trying to fix that printer. Looks like you are just making it worse”.
•“Does it matter if I get noodles in the laptop?”
When I came to Australia
•“Hi Sir. I just came to say hello because I missed you over the holidays” [followed
60 years ago this month
by shrieks of laughter]
I spoke English. None of our
Some students attend almost every session and show a genuine desire to
students or their families do. This
complete their work to a high standard. Other students attend when
must be a nightmare situation for all
they are at crisis point which usually means that a piece of work is due
of them. Australians were wholeheartedly
welcoming to me and my little family so I am
the next day or they have an upcoming test. Whatever the task is, we
glad I have the opportunity to return those
always try to send them home with some level of assistance.
kindnesses to the community by helping
Beyond assisting with homework assignments, Homework Help
the refugees with their English language,
provides an environment where students are interacting with tutors and
….
literature and social customs so that
d
mentors
they trust and who are genuinely interested in their development
they can be comfortable and happy
e
as
young
adults.
Our tutors are critical to the success of Homework Help.
in their new environment.
Many
are
ex-teachers
and all have a vast array of life experiences that they
– Diane,
bring to the task of assisting students. Some tutors help plan elective subjects
Homework Help volunteer
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“Getting help with homework

is great but with SCARF it is
even greater because we get the
right help from the right teacher and
most of the homework help teachers
are experienced in teaching the Subject
which makes it a lot easier to understand the
homework. SCARF homework help does not only
help with homework but it helps with assignment, in
the last year I have all exams and assessment in the
same week so it was really hard to manage but
and some act as a sounding board for
with the great help from SCARF I got everything
problems
that students face at school. All
done on time and revised for all exams, in
assist
in
some
way and become a friendly face
the end of my year school report my
for
students
to
reach
out for help.
Grade has improved so much”.

A

- Hasan,
Homework Help participant

huge thank you to our dedicated tutors, our wonderful

students, Nick our bus driver and the ever-patient staff at
Wollongong library for putting up with us! Sincere thanks to
Collegians Rugby League Football Club for their generous support throughout 2017, enabling us to
provide snacks for participating students and bus transport to ensure their safe travel home following
each session. We would also like to thank the Rotary Club of Corrimal for their generous donation
allowing us to purchase five new laptops and a printer for Homework Help. Finally, we are very
grateful to Wollongong City Council for allowing us to use the Tom Thumb Room at Wollongong
Library two afternoons a week during school term. We are all looking forward to a great 2018.

A
he

- Andrew Crichton, Homework Help Coordinator

UNIVERSITY SUPPORT PROGRAM

The uni support program
was very useful and beneficial
for me because it helped me with
not only completing my assignmen
but understanding how to answer
questions in depth and correctly.
One of the best part of being in the
support program was when we role pl
different scenarios and find helpful w

In 2017, we piloted a tutoring program for tertiary level students engaged in
University, TAFE or other tertiary studies. The program seeks to respond to the
following issues raised by tertiary-level students from refugee backgrounds such
as:
• Once a student gets into tertiary studies, it can be hard to navigate their
way through tertiary education systems and processes – and hard to know
where to find help
• Knowing how to research for tertiary-level assignments is unfamiliar to
on how to deal with them.
many students from refugee backgrounds
– Benedict,
• Writing academic assignments in English can be an intimidating and
University Support Program
overwhelming experience
participant, Nursing student.
• Students may need support with selecting subjects and enrolling in tutorials
• When students hit a hard time, some don’t ask for help and are at risk
of dropping out in the first few months
“My family and I immigrated
This program supports students from refugee backgrounds by
from South Africa to Australia
connecting them with existing support services, building confidence
in 2002, and I remember it was a
and strengthening student capacity to succeed in the tertiary
stressful time for us. We were lucky
learning environment. Volunteer tutors provide academic
enough to meet some lovely people who
English support and advice about university services.
went out of their way to support us, and I’ll
At the end of 2017, three students participating in the
never forget their kindness. I started volunteering
for SCARF’s Homework Help in 2016 because I was
program and studying for a Certificate IV in Aged Care
looking for a way to support refugees like I had been
graduated successfully and will be transitioning into a
supported….
I was amazed at the students’ incredible work
Bachelor of Nursing degree at UOW in 2018.
- Colin Cortie,
SCARF University Support Coordinator
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ethic in the program. They never stopped trying and never
complained. Over the year they shared a little of their
backgrounds with me, and hearing about their lives
made me realise how lucky I have been. It was really
rewarding to see the students become more
competent and more confident over the year.
They are going to make great nurses!”
- Colin,
University Support Volunteer
Coordinator

SCARF BEFRIENDING
SCARF’s Befriending Program matches local volunteers with individuals/families from refugee
background who are seeking support in the form of friendship, cultural orientation, conversational
English practice, engagement with local social activities, and general community connection.

community members who may otherwise be at
The power of one extraordinary volunteer
risk
of isolation.
(Sharyn Mackenzie) extending the hand of
In 2017, SCARF introduced 53 volunteers
friendship to one refugee family (the Franco
to their new friends, and we are busy
family) 12 years ago was the seed that has
following up to see how things are going. The
now grown into the SCARF
SCARF Volunteer Befriender role involves a
Befriending program. Sharyn
“I think this befriending
commitment of 1-2 hours per week to meet up,
saw
the
critical
need
for
program is a great idea,
share conversation, and provide friendship to an
responsive
friendshipespecially for single mothers
individual/family
seeking this type of support.
based
support
‘wrapping
like the woman I befriended. She
With the Befriending program,
around’
and the family have many friends from
we find that every ‘match’ is
settlement
the Arabic speaking communities. But an
“My SCARF friend, April, has
unique. Some individuals/
Australian female friend is important. We can
casework
helped me for many things.
elp in many small ways. I would recommend
families seek assistance
and case
She’s helped me find my unit,
this to other volunteers... It is a privilege to
for a short period of
she rings me all the time, we hang
be invited into these beautiful, resilient,
time while they ‘find
out. She’s very a beautiful girl. She’s also
people’s lives. We can learn a lot
their feet’; others
helped with the language. She’s my friend.
from them.”
are interested in
That’s really good for me. Every person, like
– Louise,
refugee, need someone to say “Welcome”, and
regular weekly
Befriending volunteer
“I’m a friend here.”
catch-ups to
coordination
My goal is to go to university to become
practice English
provided by
a manager for a medical clinic.”
and gain confidence
government-funded agencies.
– Bolena,
interacting in the local
SCARF Befrienders are often in
Befriending program
area;
and many grow
the position of being the first local
h
participant
into
enduring
friendships
Australian friend and support ‘network’
nts
of
mutual
personal
support
that refugee entrants can call on. Having
r
extending well beyond the limited SCARF
.
a local friend can make a world of difference
volunteer
role. We are excited to play a part in
uni
to help someone feel more at home in an
facilitating
these connections that help build a
layed
otherwise new and unfamiliar environment.
ways
genuine
sense
of belonging for everyone.
Our Befriending Program promotes mutually
We continue to learn from participants in the
empowering friendships as volunteers and
,
Befriending program. Feedback from volunteers
refugee entrants learn from, share and value
and community members helps us respond to
their different cultural and personal life
concerns and improve the program. In 2018,
experience.
we plan to develop new resources, training
SCARF often receives referrals to the
opportunities and get-togethers for SCARF
Befriending program from community
Befrienders
to further strengthen the program
mobilisers, settlement caseworkers, and
for
the
benefit
of all participants.
multicultural health workers – all of whom
- Lindsay Burlton, April Ranson
recognise the benefits of the program in
promoting wellbeing and inclusion for
& the Befriending Team
“My name is Rana and
I come from Syria. I am
very happy I have a friend
from SCARF because I feel more
safe, she is close to me and a very
nice friend. Because I don’t always
understand everything since I came to
Australia, she always helps me and my
family. I am now more happy about
myself.”
- Rana,
SCARF Community Member
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YOUTH ACTIVITIES
SCARF Youth program supports young refugee entrants to thrive in
their new communities.

Young people from refugee backgrounds have
rocked? Spending
often experienced significant
time and
disruption and uncertainty
camping
“Involvement
in
the
before arrival in Australia.
out with
coordination of SCARF Youth
Then, they’re faced with
new
was and always been a great
a different challenge:
friends.
pleasure for me. I personally, enjoyed
rebuilding their lives
And
every minute. By the end of 2017, we
and transitioning to
seeing
received a lot of fantastic feedback and
adulthood in a new
hail! Stick – what do I
recommendations. I am so proud to say that
country where
want to stick with me?
right now, every single person of our young
everything is
Willingness
to ask
community is looking forward to the start of
their 2018 journey with SCARF! Volunteering
unfamiliar. SCARF
questions and learn more
with SCARF is like raising your hand
Youth activities include
about others’ stories and
to support social cohesion and
a range of initiatives
lives. Leaf – what do I want
community development.”
that promote well-being,
to leave behind? Not wanting
– Sediqah,
personal development, social
to, or being scared to, try new
SCARF Youth Volunteer
engagement and positive
things because they can turn out
leadership.
to be fun”.
INDOOR SOCCER - SCARF youth
Throughout 2017, SCARF engaged
fielded 2 mixed inclusive teams (18
over 115 young community members (age 12 –
people including SCARF volunteers
30 years) in social, recreational and educational
and young people from refugee
programs. Some highlights this year include:
backgrounds)
for a local
COMMUNICATIONS
competition
at
EightFoxAvenue
– we expanded our
Indoor Sports Centre. This
communication channels
provided a great opportunity
to engage and support
for young people to engage
SCARF youth. We
in
a sporting activity, make
created and maintained
new friends and share their
a new Facebook group
soccer skills and on-field
for SCARF young people
passion.
with regular posts about upcoming activities
MENTAL HEALTH FIRST
and opportunities of interest to youth. We also
AID – we held a two-day Mental
established a new mailing list for SCARF youth
Health First Aid course for 15 SCARF
and trialed a text messaging service to send
participants, facilitated by ‘Mind In Your
reminders about youth activities.
Business’
with generous support from Partners
CAMPS – we supported 4 camping trips in the
in
Recovery.
The course provided valuable
Southern Highlands for 38 young people, in
information
on
adolescent development and the
partnership with the Outdoor Education Group.
Feedback from participants highlighted the value signs and symptoms of mental health concerns,
where to get help and how we can help to
of these camps for building new friendships
check in on the well being of young friends and
across cultures; increasing confidence in oneself;
family
members. On completion of the course,
and learning to trust others. As one participant
participants attained Mental Health First Aid
noted in a creative camp reflection: “Rock – what
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certification, valid for 3 years.
‘LET’S LEAD’ – we offered a
12-month leadership program
called ‘Let’s Lead’ designed
and delivered by Cameron
Brown (from ExploreDiscover-Act) in collaboration
with 10 young people from refugee
backgrounds. All participants
began their leadership journey by
agreeing to a set of principles of participation
designed specifically for this program. The 2017
program involved monthly
meet-ups on Saturday
afternoons. At these
meet-ups participants
engaged in interactive
games, challenges and
reflections to explore
ideas of individual
and collective

leadership and discover their
leadership potential. A closed
Facebook group supports this
program, with regular posts to
inspire thought and reflection.
Throughout the year, we learned
that everyone has leadership
qualities as leadership is about
authentic action, not position. As
one participant explained: “a leader
needs to make the choice…to make a

difference, to help
something prosper”.
The above activities would not have been
possible without an awesome youth
coordination team – huge thanks to Asher,
Sediqah, Marije, Keegan,
Azita, Elizabeth and Yousif
for your commitment,
creativity and energy.
In 2017, SCARF
youth activities
benefited from a NSW
Department of Family &
Community Services Community
Strengthening Grant, and a Commonwealth
Bank Community Grant.
We thank these funding partners for their
generous support.
- Amanda Bottomley, Youth Coordinator
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L2P DRIVER MENTORING
SCARF’S Learner to Provisional Driver [L2P] program supports humanitarian refugee entrants to access
driver mentoring sessions – on-road driving practice supervised by a volunteer mentor. The program is
designed to assist learners from refugee backgrounds who do not have access to a suitable supervising
driver, to gain the necessary practice hours on the pathway to becoming licensed.

It was a big year in the
L2P Engine Room
at SCARF. The
intrepid L2P team
recruited and
trained new driver
mentors, matched
learners with
mentors, coordinated
appointments,
maintained the L2P
vehicle, and supported learners to gain skills and
confidence to be safe road users.
We replaced our ageing Toyota Corolla in July
with a Mazda 121 Metro, and clocked up more
than 2100 kms in the SCARF learner vehicle this
year. Wollongong Auto Excellence joined the
team and we appreciate their support providing
ongoing maintenance at cost.
Throughout 2017, we engaged 24 learners in
the program, with 8 successfully passing the
practical driving test, and the remainder well on
the way to sitting the test in 2018.
We had 12 active mentors this year, 5 continuing
from previous years, 4 new recruits and 3 retired
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during the year. Over 200 driving sessions were
provided using either the SCARF car or learner’s
own cars.
On top of all of this, we were thrilled to receive
a Community Road Safety Grant from Transport
for NSW to implement our Destination Safe
Driving (DSD) Project. Under the DSD project,
SCARF collaborated with various agencies to
strengthen safe driving knowledge and capacity
among refugee entrants, as an extension of our
‘L2P’ program. Key components of the project
included:
• Strengthening our L2P program – this
included an upgrade of the SCARF learner
vehicle; development of resources for
learners and driver mentors.
• Road Safety Information Sessions – in
partnership with relevant road safety
agencies, we delivered interactive learning
sessions on the following topics:
(i) steps in the process of gaining a licence
- the NSW Graduated Licensing Scheme;
(ii) the role of police in road safety (iii)
traffic offences, penalties and work
development orders.
• Driving Instructor’s training – in
collaboration with 121 Driver Training,
we supported 4 community members and

“I felt that I had time
to volunteer and chose
SCARF L2P Driving Program
because it offered me the
opportunity to work directly with
refugee clients and really see the
impact my input has on their lives. When
you are mentoring Learner Drivers it is
rewarding to see the development of
driving skills and also improvement
in their English language skills.”
- Michael,
Volunteer L2P driver-mentor

2 volunteer driver mentors to complete
requirements for obtaining a Driving
Instructor’s licence.
• Community Road Safety Mentor Training – in collaboration
with project partners, SCARF designed and delivered a
training program for 14 community representatives (from
Syria, Myanmar, Iran, Afghanistan, and Congo). The
program aimed to build practical skills, knowledge and
capacity to act as Road Safety advisors within their
communities. The training was conducted over
3 weeks from and included accredited units in
communication and mentoring skills.
A total of 77 participants from refugee background, plus
12 representatives from collaborating partner agencies,
engaged in the DSD project in 2017. We would like to
thank Kiama Community College, Wollongong City Council,
Wollongong Police, Legal Aid, NSW Fair Trading, and
Transport for NSW for generously sharing their time, expertise
and support to ensure the success of this project.
- John, Carole and the L2P team
“The best part about
getting my license is
that now I can take my
little girl, who is starting
Kindergarten this year, to school.
I can also drive to work. The first
thing we did when I got my
license was go to the beach.”
– Ama,
SCARF L2P participant
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SOCIAL INCLUSION ACTIVITIES
SCARF’s Social Inclusion program includes a range of activities that engage community members of
all ages, from refugee and non-refugee backgrounds, in social and recreational activities to promote
community connection and harmony.

In 2017 we had a packed Social Inclusion
calendar, thanks to funding support by
Multicultural NSW for our Cohesive
Communities project, an Energy Australia
Community Grant, and SCARF fundraising
activities. A few highlights from our Social
Inclusion program are presented here.

QUESTACON AND PARLIAMENT HOUSE

Our annual bus trip to Canberra was
held on 22nd April. Canberra put
on a beautiful Autumn day for
the 45 community members and
5 volunteers who joined the
excursion. Families enjoyed the
interactive education
COFFEE AND CONVERSATION
and play activities
With thanks to our friends at
“I like the conversation,
at Questacon.
Flourish Australia for sharing
it’s very good for me
All community
their wonderful venue,
because this [English] is my
members
our popular Coffee and
second language. Very good
appreciated the
Conversation sessions
for everyone. Because we don’t
opportunity to
have friends who speak English, it’s
continued every
visit Parliament
very
good
to
practice.
It’s
amazing
for
Friday morning. Our
House and many
me
to
speak
to
people
form
all
different
dedicated volunteer
backgrounds.
If
we
stay
at
home
we
are
expressed
surprise
team attended
thinking of problems, but when we
that anyone can walk
every week to share
come to this class our mind is free.
freely
around Parliament
conversation with
This class is very good.”
House
(as
this was not possible
community members from
- Zahra,
in
several
community
member
refugee backgrounds and
Coffee and Conversation
home countries). A particular
exchange learning about life
participant.
highlight
was the portrait gallery at
in Australia and life in different
Parliament
House
where community
home countries.
members were excited to take ‘selfies’ with a
HARMONY DAY MORNING TEA
portrait of Queen Elizabeth.
At SCARF, every day is a
WOMEN AND GIRLS SOCIAL EVENINGS
celebration of harmony!
In February and May 2017, SCARF held two
On National Harmony
Women and Girls Social evenings.
Day - 21 March - we
hosted a morning
These evenings were organised in response to
tea where we were
requests from SCARF community members for
treated to a dance
a safe space for women and girls to share culture,
performance from the
food, conversation, music and dance.Participants
Karenni Dance Group,
enjoyed dinner and dancing including
and an audio exhibition
bellydance performances by Tara
of ‘A Mile in My Shoes’
and Nadia. Both nights proved
produced by Lillian Pang in
to be extremely popular with
collaboration with SCARF community members.
50 - 70 women and girls
It was a great opportunity for our diverse
attending.
community of SCARF friends to share food and
conversation and learn about each other’s stories.
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“We had a great time
as volunteers! I enjoyed
seeing the community
members relax and enjoy
themselves, chatting and dancing
in a safe, comfortable environment.
I loved watching my daughters engage
with members of the community and
getting out of their comfort zone
a little”
– Susanna,
Women’s Night volunteer.

IFTAR DINNER

SCARF hosted an Iftar Dinner on
24 June providing an opportunity for
SCARF volunteers and community
members from diverse backgrounds
to learn about each other and share
a meal together during the month
of Ramadan. The event was enjoyed
by over 50 community members and
volunteers attending.
WINTER WARMERS

SCARF held two Winter Warmer giveaways in 2017, thanks to the Illawarra
Quilters, the Nowra Quilting Mouse,
Lyn Barnet, and Kiama Welcomes
Refugees for kindly donating
beautiful handmade quilts, crocheted
blankets, doonas, and warm clothes.
These donations enabled us to distribute
warm winter goods to over 100 community
members from refugee backgrounds.
SEPTEMBER ACTIVITY DAY FOR
KIDS AND PARENTS

During the September school
holidays, we organised an activity
morning for SCARF kids and parents,
aimed at engaging families with preschool and primary-school age children.
The activities were led by Honora Jenkins
from Kind ArtEd, with assistance from
SCARF volunteers. Twenty-five children
enjoyed craft, storytelling, games and
morning tea, while parents had the chance
to socialise with other families and join in
the fun.

COMMUNITY PICNIC DAY

Despite a grey, rainy morning, over
150 community members and volunteers
came out to enjoy our annual Community
Picnic Day at Illawarra Live Steamers in
November. For the 3rd year running,
we enjoyed a fantastic lunch thanks
to the team from Rotary Club of
Corrimal who cooked 28 kilos of sausages
and a mountain of onions! We were also
treated to traditional Burmese and
Syrian food from our wonderful
community cooks. Students from
St Mary’s Interact Club were
kept busy with face-painting
requests from SCARF kids.
And all ages enjoyed the
fun and excitement of the
train rides, thanks to the hardworking volunteers at Illawarra Live
Steamers.
SCARF END-OF-YEAR COMMUNITY
CELEBRATION

On 20 December, we hosted an
end-of-year party at SCARF to
celebrate a huge year and a wonderful
growing SCARF community. Over 80
community members and volunteers
joined us for afternoon tea, gift
giveaways and a catch-up with old
and new friends. The Lord Mayor’s
Giving tree kindly donated gift
vouchers for SCARF children,
while generous individuals,
community groups and local
businesses donated beautiful
hampers, books, toys and bags of
goodies to share with SCARF families.
- Maureen Burt & Caroline Dempsey, Social
Inclusion Coordinators
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CONTINUOUS LEARNING FOR ADULTS
SCARF’s Continuous Adult Learning program targets community members from refugee backgrounds
and our volunteer network to offer opportunities for personal and professional development and provide
pathways for economic inclusion.

Thanks to the generous support of Illawarra
Master Builders Club, our Continuous Adult
Learning activities engaged over 100 refugee
entrants and 80 volunteers in a wide range of
learning activities throughout 2017. Activities
included citizenship study support, general and
specialist form-filling assistance, CV/resumewriting support, STARTTS training days,
briefing sessions by Centrelink, Multicultural
Health, Legal Aid, No Interest Loan Scheme,
and more.

organisation provides this support, SCARF
hopes to continue and expand this service in
2018/19, including offering group-based study
sessions, where needed.
CV/RESUME-WRITING SUPPORT

We continue to offer one-to-one support to help
community members prepare a professional CV,
draft selection criteria for job applications,
practice interview skills, write cover letters,
create LinkedIn profiles, and complete
scholarship applications. We supported 50
CITIZENSHIP STUDIES
requests for job-seeking assistance from
A small group of truly dedicated
community members aged 16-48
volunteers provided individually
years. Each request generally
tailored support to assist over
requires between 1- 3 hours
Volunteering at SCARF has
40 community members
of assistance, sometimes
provided me with so many
to apply for citizenship,
over several appointments.
wonderful opportunities to use
prepare for the citizenship
We continued to build
the skills that I have picked up
relationships with local
test, and follow-up on
through my working life and share them
businesses interested
with others. In my daily role I support the
pending citizenship
in realising the
development of staff within organizations
documentation. This
- here at SCARF I support the development
benefits of employing
includes intensive
of
people
into
living
their
best
life
within
individuals
from
tutoring support to
their new communities. Working with
refugee
and
multicultural
review the 84-page
a fantastic bunch of like minded
backgrounds, and
‘Australian Citizenship:
volunteers is the icing on the cake!
connecting SCARF
Our Common Bond’ book
– Eleisa,
community members with
containing the information
CV/Resume volunteer
them.
required to study for the test.
It also includes working through
citizenship practice test questions online, many
of which are challenging for Australian-born
citizens. Here’s a few examples to test your
own knowledge and give a tiny sense of
what our refugee entrants face as part of
their citizenship journey:
·In a referendum, what is needed for the
Australian Constitution to be changed?
.What does the abbreviation COAG stand for?
.Which arm of government has the power to
interpret and apply laws?
In late 2017, we noted increased demand among
community members
who have resided in
Australia for 4 years,
seeking assistance with
citizenship application
forms and preparing
for the test. As no other
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FORM-FILLING ASSISTANCE

Throughout 2017 we worked on
establishing a drop-in formfilling service at set days/
times each week, to respond
to community members
requests for assistance in
reading and completing forms.
When we started this service,
many community members asked
for help with complex immigration-related
forms (eg family reunion, convention travel
documents) which often require legal advice and
detailed knowledge of how to complete the form
correctly. In response to this challenge, we set up
separate days, times and teams to provide:
(i) general form-filling assistance (eg. housing,
centrelink, opal card, driver’s licence etc); and
(ii) specialist form-filling for immigrationrelated forms.

We also arranged a Legal Aid information
session for community members seeking
support with Family Reunion applications.
Individuals attending this session were then
given appointments for a follow-up interview
with a Legal Aid solicitor specialising in refugee
support. In 2018, we hope to establish a monthly
Legal Aid outreach service, provided through
SCARF, to continue this support.
STORYTELLING TRAINING

SCARF worked together with Lillian Pang
(Professional Storyteller) to engage storytellers
from diverse backgrounds in a skills-training
program for children’s storytelling, targeting
children 0-5 yrs. The aim of the program was to
strengthen the capacity of SCARF community
members to deliver children’s storytime sessions
in multiple languages, and offer this service to
local Illawarra and City of Sydney libraries on a
paid basis, directly engaged by local libraries. A
total of 8 community members completed the
training and participated in public storytelling
activities for children - including Refugee Week
events and Viva La Gong - to practice their skills.
Lillian Pang is continuing to work with this
group, now named ‘Fireflies’, to support their
paid engagement by local libraries, schools and
childcare centres.
Feedback from participants included the
following comments:
“What I gained was an insight into the
storytelling world....I liked the fact that it had
an improvised approach which highlighted our
creative sides...allowing us to express ourselves
through our cultures, beliefs and hobbies...which
was music in my case. The training helped focus
on my creativity and imagination and to see
others’ perspectives as well” - Ma-Tee-Tee
“I learned how to tell the story to the kids from
different culture and we learned how to use craft
to make the story fun and helpful” - Ghada
“The skill I gain from storytelling training
program- English language skill, how to interact

with people when
you tell the story,
and communication.
I never go up on the
stage - after 8 weeks they
can put me up on stage
I was surprise by myself. Before when I read
the story I just read like I read the news. Now
when I read the story I know how to show them
my expression and my voice tone. It is really
useful when I go for my Early Childhood work
placement” - Bu Meh
ADDITIONAL CONTINUOUS LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

In 2017 we also had the flexibility to respond to
some unique additional requests from refugee
entrants for knowledge and skills-development
opportunities, including supporting refugee
entrants to participate in conferences and access
volunteer opportunities of interest to them.
In September 2017,
we supported 2 local
volunteers and 4 refugee
entrants (from Iran,

Syria, Myanmar,
Liberia) to attend the
Leadership of Minority
Women Conference at
Parliament House in Sydney.
In November 2017. SCARF began working
with the NSW State Emergency Services to
engage and support 12 SCARF community
members in training to become volunteer
Multicultural Community Liaison Officers with
the NSW SES. We are continuing to work on
this initiative with the aim of establishing the
first Multicultural Community Action Team in
the NSW SES, in 2018.
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAM
SCARF’s Community Education program aims to help the wider community understand the refugee
experience and in doing so, build a society that is welcoming, understanding and informed.

The program began in partnership with the
Refugee Council of Australia.
It involves community
educators from refugee
backgrounds delivering
tailored educational
presentations to students,
teachers, businesses and
community groups. These
presentations aim to raise
awareness of why people flee
and the challenges of starting again in a new
country.
Through sharing personal stories and giving
audiences the opportunity to learn about
refugee journeys, we aim to promote connection
between refugee entrants and the wider
community to support social and economic
inclusion.
Each refugee speaker is paid for their time and
for sharing their expertise and lived experience.
Funds generated through the program also
support training for speakers and development
of engaging information, education and
communication resources for diverse audiences.
The Community Education team offers small
group workshops as well as presentations for
larger audiences. Presentations may include:
• an overview of the global, national and local
refugee context;
• insights into the refugee experience through
story-sharing
• challenging myths and stereotypes with
positive conversations; and
• tips for working with people from refugee
backgrounds.
In 2017, we delivered 28 presentations to 18
different groups including primary schools,
high schools, businesses and community
groups. Our focus is on the human story, giving
audiences the
opportunity to hear
firsthand about
the refugee
experience

During last year I was lucky
enough to do some volunteering
job with SCARF and I participated
in the Community Education
program. During this program I shared
my experience as a person who settled
as a refugee in Australia, and I talked about
the challenges and problems that faced when I
arrived for the first time to Australia and explained th
impact that Australian people had on me. This progra
improved the knowledge of not only primary and
high school students about refugees but also
their teachers…I was keen to participate in
this program to play a small part in this
improvement and change the common
insight
misconceptions about refugees.

and to gain
into the positive
– Azita,
contributions that
Community Educator
people from refugee
backgrounds make to our community.
A key part of the program is the support that
volunteer community educators provide to
speakers before, during and after speaking
engagements to ensure that information on the
refugee experience is shared in a way that is safe
and appropriate, both for the speaker and for
the target audience.
As we continue to develop the program in 2018
we hope to offer further training opportunities
for speakers and volunteer educators to further
develop skills and confidence in story-sharing,
public speaking and media engagement. We
will also continue to increase our outreach to
the wider community through promotion of the
program and public story-sharing events.
Heartfelt thanks to the wonderful speakers
who participated in the 2017 program - Adnan,
Ahmad, Ammar, Azita, Burhan, Elizabeth,
Eugenia, Ghada, Kwibe, Mae Mo, Narges, Wafaa
and Yousef – and to our fantastic coordinators,
Charmaine and Keziah. This program learns
and grows, thanks to all of you!
- Sophie-May Kerr ,
Community Education Coordinator

“Thank you for
visiting WesTrac in
Wollongong this week.
A fantastic organization
that is helping brave and
inspirational people.”
- Brent,
WesTrac
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OTHER ACTIVITIES IN 2017
REFUGEE WEEK 2017
Refugee Week is one of the highlights of the year for SCARF. It’s a chance to showcase and celebrate
the courage, resilience and contribution of people from refugee backgrounds. It’s also an opportunity to
shed light on the challenges of the refugee experience.

This year, SCARF partnered with Lillian Pang, Merrigong Theatre Company, and community
members from refugee backgrounds to present 3 creative community engagement activities on
Wednesday 21st June:
• A Multilingual Storytime session for pre-school and primary aged children;
• ‘A Mile in My Shoes’ audio exhibition, created by Lillian Pang in collaboration with SCARF
community members, featuring a display of shoes, accompanied by audio recordings of stories
about journey and transition.
• A conversation, cuisine and culture-sharing event at Town Hall featuring stories and traditional
cuisine from the SCARF Community

MULTILINGUAL STORYTIME SESSION

Ghada, Wafaa and Bu Meh – all participants in SCARF’s story-telling
training – shared engaging stories and songs for children in their first
languages and in English.

AN EVENING OF CONVERSATION, CUISINE AND CULTURE-SHARING

Our evening event featured personal stories from four SCARF community members under the theme
‘A Mile in My shoes’. Heartfelt thanks to Arif, Wafaa, Eugenia and Baw Meh for sharing their stories
with us. Attendees enjoyed traditional cuisine from South Sudan, Syria, Iran and Myanmar with
thanks to Elizabeth, Adnan & Wafaa and their families, Javad, and Bu Meh.
Our sincere thanks to Lillian Pang who coordinated the day’s events, and Merrigong staff for hosting
us. We’re also grateful to NSW Family & Community Services, the Multicultural Communities
Council of the Illawarra, Navitas, and Wollongong City Council for kindly contributing
funds to support Refugee Week celebrations.
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COMMUNITY GARDEN PROJECTS
SCARF is excited to support Community Garden opportunities for families from refugee backgrounds
who enjoy gardening for wellbeing and subsistence.

The Burmese Community Garden in
garden supervisor and assist in ongoing project
Wollongong is an initiative of St Therese Parish
coordination, together with MCCI. This
in collaboration with Burmese community
project partnership celebrates the diversity of
members from refugee background,
the Wollongong community, the
with support from SCARF and
positive contribution of people
“For most people, their
the Multicultural Communities
from refugee backgrounds and
landlord won’t allow them
Council of the Illawarra
the power of community
to grow vegetables, because
(MCCI). The Garden is used
collaboration.
they live in a small unit. In the
Community Garden, each family has
by Burmese community
For the Burmese
their own individual plot where they
members to cultivate
Community, growing and
can grow any kind of vegetable they like, so
produce and provide
harvesting vegetables is
they can harvest it and share with their friends.
an opportunity to
a valued practice from
Gardening and farming is an important part of
socialise and share
home
that’s important
our culture. I want [Burmese communities
culture in a safe
to
maintain.
The
in the Illawarra] to feel rooted in their
environment. Produce
community garden is a
own culture, to value their culture, so
from the garden is enjoyed
special bridge of connection
they can value the cultures of other
by the 10 families currently
for the Burmese community
people.”
working in the garden, and
– Francis,
to feel close to their traditions.
shared within their community.
Garden Coordinator
All project partners came
Work on the project began in
together in July to acknowledge
early 2016 when St Therese parish
the work of the Burmese Community
kindly offered a group of Burmese
Gardeners. The event was attended
community members the opportunity
by Lord Mayor Gordon Bradbery,
to establish a productive garden
the Hon Sharon Bird MP, Paul
on what was then unused parish
Scully MP, representatives from
land. St Therese generously
St Therese, SCARF and MCCI,
provided support to clear the land,
and 15 members of the Burmese
along with tools and equipment
Gardening Group. It was a wonderful
for the gardening group to establish
opportunity to view the garden, meet
the garden. The Burmese gardeners
members of the gardening group, savour
approached SCARF to auspice the group’s
traditional Burmese snacks and celebrate this
engagement in the project, support a volunteer
community collaboration.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS &
FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES

Our community fundraising efforts this year helped us share the work of SCARF with the wider
Illawarra community, and provided opportunities for new and old supporters to engage with SCARF.
On top of that, funds raised from these activities were life-saving for SCARF. Our Champions of
Welcome campaign raised over $35,000. Our Art4Refugees annual exhibition raised over $23,000. Our
monthly trivia nights and BBQ events together raised over $11,000 for SCARF. Our dedicated teams of
volunteers and generous supporters make these events a joy to be involved in.

CHAMPIONS OF WELCOME

“I decided to become a Champion of Welcome and raise money for SCARF because I
think they do such amazing things for our community. Supporting refugees,
people who deserve a happy and fulfilling life, to rebuild their lives here in
Australia is such a beautiful and important thing to do…I wanted to help them
continue this wonderful work. I love breakfast, the beach and hanging with
my friends, and thought I would combine all three of these aspects to make a
fun and easily accessible way to raise money. I asked my friends and family to donate
to SCARF and in return put on a breakfast down at the beach (mainly cooked by my
husband, what a guy). In the end, I raised $861 from many of my generous friends
and family. It was such a fun and easy thing to do and made me realise anyone can
raise money for organisations they are passionate about.”

– Laura, 2017 Champion of Welcome

2017 CHAMPIONS - WE THANK YOU!

Joanna - Etaxperts, Madeleine, Greg, Caroline, Drew, Alina, Kath, Elisabeth, Irene, Sherryl,
Bernadette, Sharyn, Henness, Sophie-May, Ainslie, Ashleigh, Jen, Georgia, Amanda, Rebecca - Bec
Hansen Fitness, Anna, Karyn, Katie, Carmen, Laura, Taylor, Kimberely, Karen, Inaia, Tracey, Vanessa,
Sophie, Alex - Retro surf comp, Keziah, Andrew, Ruidio
Indie Flamenco, Indah, Sam, Icey, Mim, Christina,
Lindsay, Penny - The Wine Bulb, Sarah - Bear Hunt
Photography, Sarah, Tony, Lauren.
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2515 Coast News is
proud to support SCARF’s
work via a regular column
in the monthly magazine. 2515
helps to raise SCARF’s profile in the
Illawarra with regular articles on SCARF
news, events, fundraisers and volunteering
opportunities. The focus is on sharing positive
stories of refugees starting over and informing
readers of practical ways they can help.
2515 believes SCARF has a vital role to
play in building a strong, connected
and united community.”
– Genevieve
Editor, 2515 Magazine
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SCARF BBQs

With thanks to the Rotary Club of Fairy Meadow who generously
allow us to use their BBQ, we host a monthly BBQ at Woolworths
Fairy Meadow on the 1st Saturday of each month, kindly coordinated
by long-term sausage-sizzlers, Elisa and Lyndall. Our stall is at the
rear entrance of Woolworths adjacent to the car park – look out for the
SCARF banners. We also host an annual BBQ at Bunnings, coordinated
by the intrepid Warren and Jayne. The success of these BBQs is due
to the hard-working team of volunteers who generously give up a
day of their weekend – rain, hail or shine – to cook up a storm
and promote SCARF’s work to the sausage-eating public!
Huge thanks to Elisa, Lyndall, Terry, Eduardo, Thelma, John,
Margaret, Elizabeth, Gemma, Angela, Kate, Emily, Jacqui,
Lioba, Rhys, Sarah, Allan, Warren, Jayne, Nick, Sharyn, Kel,
Chrystal, Teagan, Krista, Qassim, Margaret, Agnezah, Amalia.

SCARF TRIVIA

SCARF Trivia in 2017 was coordinated by our friendly trivia
buffs - Amanda, Emmett, Alex, and Callum. Each month,
they pool their creative genius to design brain-teasing
questions, quirky games, tempting goodies auctions,
and random lucky dips to make for a truly fun night
out. Together they organised 9 trivia nights with over 400
participants in total. The Little Prince
pub
kindly hosts our trivia nights on the
last
Tuesday of each month and we are super-grateful for
their continuing support in 2018.

SCARF is a wonderful
community organisation
that does incredible work to
support refugee families in the
Illawarra. We are so glad to be able
to offer a venue space for monthly
fundraising trivia and would love
to continue supporting SCARF
in the future!
- The Little Prince
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ART4REFUGEES
Art4refugees is our annual charity art exhibition where local and national artists
generously donate original artworks for purchase with 100% of sale proceeds directed to SCARF. In 2017,
Art4Refugees was hosted at a new location with generous support from iAccelerate and the Innovation
Campus (UOW). Thanks to an incredible team of volunteers (including coordinators Meredith, Alex,
Sophie, Nathalie, Pam & Moira), Art4Refugees included three exhibition events over a two-week period –
Opening Night, Family Day, and an Artist’s Thank You Evening.

OPENING NIGHT

On Friday 27th October, 140 guests joined
us in celebrating art, community and
culture at the Opening Night of
Art4Refugees where more than
80 artworks generously gifted by
locally and nationally renowned
artists, were on display. After receiving a
glass of champagne on arrival, guests were treated
to delicious Syrian cuisine prepared by SCARF
community caterers, Ghada and Ahmad. Guests
also enjoyed captivating performances by Spoken
Word Artist Manal Younus, Classical Guitarist
Sako Dermenjian, and Artist Blak Douglas.
FAMILY DAY

On Sunday 29th October, we held a
Family Day at iAccelerate. This free event
was focused on encouraging families to

Morgans Financial was
delighted to support SCARF's
annual fundraiser - Art4Refugees
2017 - with sponsorship for curation
of the exhibition and a People's Choice
Award. This was the first time Morgan's has
been involved with SCARF and Art4Refugees. We
were excited to be a part of this creative community
event and to contribute to such a wonderful cause.
SCARF's work helps build a sense of belonging
for refugee entrants and in doing so
strengthens the Wollongong community.
- Teagan Curtin
Financial Planner Morgans Financial
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come along and participate in a range of creative
arts activities including a drumming workshop,
creative painting, weaving, face-painting,
jewellery-making, and spoken word poetry.
ARTISTS THANK YOU EVENT

On 10th November, we hosted an Artist’s
Thank You Evening to show our gratitude to
all contributing artists who make Art4Refugees

possible, many of whom have donated artworks
each year for several years. Elizabeth, MaeMo, Adnan and Wafaa shared some insights into
their settlement experience and thanked our contributing artists for their part in supporting
SCARF’s work.
Heartfelt thanks to our contributing artists – we could not host this wonderful community event
without you and your beautiful works of art. Special thanks also to our sponsors - iAccelerate, UOW

PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
With thanks to Morgans Financial
Wollongong we were thrilled to recognise
first-time contributing artist, Rania Myssy, as
the winner of our 2017 People’s Choice
Awards for her work titled ‘First Man’.

Innovation Campus, Morgans Financial Wollongong, Urban Timber, iTree, PeopleCare, NSW Family and
Community Services, Bluescope WIN, KiPrint, Illawarra Brewing Co., Illawarra Master Builders, Permian
Storage and HydroSimulations.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Income and
and Expenditure
- for
thethe
year
ended
30 June
2016
Income
ExpenditureStatement
Statement
- for
year
ended
30 June
2017
SCARF
SCARFIncorporated
Incorporated--ABN:
ABN 80
80 532
532012
012995
995

INCOME

Grants
Donations
Community Fundraising
Program Contributions
Membership Fees
Interest Income
TOTAL INCOME

EXPENSES

Program Expenses
Administration Expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES
Profit (loss) from ordinary activities before income tax

Statement of Financial Position - 30 June 2017

ASSETS

2017
$
142,779
51,115
92,134
30,464
859
556
317,907

2016
$
70,100
61,490
52,893
11,628
673
1,088
197,872

2017
$

2016
$

2017
$
204,002
102,369
306,371
11,536

2016
$
141,858
46,850
188,708
9,164

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Trade and Other Receivables
Other Assets
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

76,841
43,490
3,333
123,664

137,020
1,632
8,850
147,501

Non-Current Assets
Other Non-Current Assets
Total Non-Current Assets
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

550
550
124,214

550
550
148,051

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Provisions
Other Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

21,790
4,544
26,334
26,334

13,650
46,231
1,826
61,707
61,707

Retained Earnings
TOTAL EQUITY

97,880
97,880

86,344
86,344

LIABILITIES

EQUITY

2017
$

2016
$

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The SCARF Incorporated accounts for 2016 -17 were audited by Kristopher Rees CPA, Brian W Rees &
Associates, Wollongong NSW. The audited financial statements are available from the SCARF office
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THANK YOU
With immense gratitude we would like to recognise the support we have received from
individuals, community groups, businesses and organisations in the wider community in 2017.
Our supporters assist us in a variety of ways, from providing grants for our programs, helping
us through pro-bono and in-kind services, fundraising for SCARF or donating as an individual.
Each of these supports provide resources which are crucial to the work we do.
One of our aims as an organisation is build a ‘SCARF community’ that’s welcoming and
supportive for the benefit of our community members and volunteers. But SCARF itself is
also the beneficiary of support from a much wider community here in the Illawarra region.
Reflecting on this, we recognise that the former could not exist without the latter.
We would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to all of our supporters for the expertise, time,
energy and funds that you have so generously gifted to SCARF in 2017. You are the lifeline of
SCARF and you are truly a great bunch!
BUSINESS & COMMUNITY SUPPORTERS.
Illawarra Quilters
iTree
JCI Illawarra
Julia Fabrianesi and Woonona Bulli School of Arts

Keira High School
Kiama Welcomes Refugees
Lord Mayor’s Giving Tree
Lyn Barnett
Morgans Financial
Nowra Quilting Mouse
Peoplecare
Permian Storage
POD Organisation

Rotary Club of Corrimal
Rotary Club of Fairy Meadow
Rotary Club of Wollongong South
San Churro
Sandy Goodwich
Sarah Nolen
Shine Creative
Social Impact Systems
St Therese Parish
Two Figs Winery
Valerie Ward
Wollongong Baptist
Wollongong High School

SCARF INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS & FUNDRAISERS
We would love to name you individually but also with to respect your privacy.
THANK YOU to all of you for your truly kind and generous support to SCARF. Thank you for
believing in SCARF, the work we do and the community we support.
SCARF AMBASSADOR
Sharyn Mackenzie OAM
SCARF PATRONS
The Hon Sharon Bird MP
Lord Mayor Gordon Bradbery AM

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE & STRATEGIC ADVISORS 2017
Drew Arthur, Kath McCollim, Andrew Crichton, Irene Latoa, Alina Azar,
Joanna Stuart, Joe Ringer, Bobby Mehta, Greg Knight
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FUNDING PARTNERS

PROGRAM & ACTIVITY PARTNERS
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THE SCARF COMMUNITY
AND VOLUNTEERS
- YOU ARE THE HEART AND SOUL – THE VERY MAGIC OF SCARF.
THANK YOU FOR BRINGING YOUR INDIVIDUAL DIVERSITY AND SHARED
HUMANITY TO EVERYTHING WE DO. TOGETHER WE BUILD A HOME,
A COMMUNITY AND A SENSE OF BELONGING FOR ALL.
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PARTICIPATE
Talk to us about volunteering to
support delivery of our activities
and programs, or supporting us
with pro bono services

ADVOCATE
Share the story of SCARF
and the inspiring journeys of our
volunteers and our community
members from refugee
backgrounds, with those
you know

What
YOU
can do:

DONATE
Contact SCARF if you would
like to make a personal donation
or if you would like to raise funds
for SCARF through workplace
giving, community collections
or other activities in your
local area.

CELEBRATE
Look out for SCARF
community events and join
in to promote social harmony,
celebrate diversity in the Illawarra
community and showcase
the positive contribution
of people from refugee
backgrounds !

Strategic Community Assistance to Refugee Families
(SCARF inc.)
Community Gateway Hub
26 Atchison Street
Wollongong NSW 2500
02 4224 8646
community.engagement@scarfsupport.org.au
www.scarfsupport.org.au

